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Abstract- Speed control is one of the various application imposed constraints for the choice of a motor. For speed control of 
a direct field-oriented induction motor (DFOIM) and indirect field-oriented induction motor, a Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) based 
PID plus fuzzy logic control (FLC) scheme is proposed in this paper. Theparameter values of Z-N PID can be chosen using a 
simple and useful rule of thumb. The FLC is connected to the PID controller for enhancing robust performance in both 
dynamic transient and steady-state periods. The FLC is developed based onthe output of the PID controller, and the output of 
the FLC is thetorque command of the DFCIM. The complete closed-loop speedcontrol scheme is implemented in 
MATLAB0.14-hpsquirrel-cage induction motor. Simulation results showthat the proposed Z-N PID+FLC scheme can lead 
to desirablerobust speed tracking performance under load torque disturbances.Induction Motorperformance is checked 
through the simulation studies inMATLAB/SIMULINK environment. 
 
Keywords- Speed Control, Hybrid PID Plus Fuzzy Controller, Induction Motor, Ziegler-Nichols Method. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The implementation of field-oriented induction 
machine (FOIM) drives [1] is easy with low cost 
hence they have been increasingly utilized in motion 
controlapplications. The high servo quality is 
achieved by decoupling of torque and flux 
control.However,the decoupling control feature can 
be adversely affected by loaddisturbances and 
parametervariations in the motor so that thevariable-
speed tracking performance of an IM is degraded. An 
effectiveand robust speed controller design of PI and 
PID controllersis needed for making the motor 
closely follow a reference speed trajectory under 
torque disturbances.In [2]-[8], fuzzy-logic-based 
intelligent controllers have beenproposed for speed 
control of FOIM drives and are associated with 
adaptive gains due to fuzzyinference and knowledge 
base.  
As a result, they can improvetorque disturbance 
rejections in comparison with best trial-and-error PI 
or PID controllers. Thus a hybrid PID+fuzzy 
controller consistingof a PID controller and a fuzzy 
logic controller (FLC) arranged serially for speed 
control of FOIM `drives more specifically,direct 
field-oriented IM (DFOIM) drives is 
proposed.Because of simple and systematic design 
rule of the Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N)) method in [9] it is 
adopted for designing a PID controller(denoted as 
“the Z-N PID”). 
 
A FLC which carries out fuzzy tuning ofthe output of 
the Z-N PID controller to issue adequate 
torquecommands is designed. The simulation results 
show that the incorporation of the proposed controller 
into the DFOIM drives can yield superiorand robust 
variable-speed tracking performance.This paper is 
organized as follows. The mathematical model and 
control structure of a DFOIM are given in Sec. II. 

The proposed controller is given in Sec. III. 
Simulations are demonstrated in Sec. IV. 
 
II. INDUCTION MOTOR AND 
CONTROLSTRUCTURE 
 
In this section, we introduce the DFOIM drive shown 
inFig. 1. The dynamics of an induction motor can be 
described bysynchronously rotating reference frame 
direct-quadrature (d-q) equations [10] as 
 

     (1) 
 

J pw  + B w  +T  = T .         (2) 
 

T  = L  (i  . i − i . i ).                    (3) 
 

w  = w           (4) 
 
where the notational superscript “e” stands for the 
synchronousreference frame; v ,v , i , i , i , and 
i stand forthe d-axis and the q-axis stator voltages, 
stator currents androtor currents; Rs, Rr, Lsand 
Lrdenote the resistances andself-inductances of the 
stator and the rotor; Lm denotes themutual inductance; 
Teand TL represent the electromagnetic and external 
force load torques, respectively; Jmand Bmarethe rotor 
inertia and the coefficient ofviscous 
damping,respectively; ωrand ωrmdenote the rotor and 
motormechanical speeds; ωe stands for electrical 
angular velocity; N is the number of poles of the 
motor mechanical speed; pstands for the differential 
operator (d/dt) . The notationalsuperscript “s” in Fig. 
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1 stands for stationary reference frame.For a DFOIM 
drive, the flux has to fall entirely on d-axis.Therefore, 
the q- axis rotor flux φ is set to zero. Theroot-locus 
method [12] is utilized for the design of PI 
controllers. The controllers PI 1, PI-2, and PI-3 are 
chosen to ensure thati ∗ ≅ i , i ∗ ≅ i  , and the 
flux command Φrand theestimated d-axis rotor flux 
Φ satisfiesΦ ≅ Φ  , respectively.The parameters τ 
and σ are given byτ = and σ = 1 − . To control 
the speed of the IM, the speed controller of the 
DFOIM drive transforms the speed error signaleinto 
an appropriate electromagnetic torque commandT∗. 
 

 
Figure 1. The block diagram of speed control of a DFOIM 

 
III. THE PROPOSED HYBRID PID PLUS 
FUZZY CONTROL 
 
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed 
controller. For speed control ofthe DFOIM in Fig. 1, 
the following are the steps to acquire the Z-N PID 
[9]. First a fixedstep input ωrmand a linear 
proportional speed controller is used. Theproportional 
gain of the speed controller is increased until the 
DFOIM reaches its stability limit. As a result, we 
obtain theperiod Tuof the critical oscillation at the 
stability limit of the DFOIM with the critical 
proportional gain Ku. Next, the valuesof the 
parameters Kp,TI, TDare given by 
 
K  = K  /1.7    (5) 
T  = T  /2   (6) 
T  = T  /4   (7) 
 
WhereKPis the proportional gain; TIis the integral 
time andTDis the derivative time.In the fuzzification 
process, we only employ three inputmembership 
functions µN(x) , µZ(x) and µP(x) shown in Fig. 3 to 
map a crisp input to a fuzzy set with a degree 
ofcertainty where x = g(t) or Δg(t) with g(t) =K1 f (t) 
andΔg(t) = K2Δf (t) .  
 
Those three membership functions are chosenbecause 
of their simplicity for computation since a large 
numberof membership functions and rules can cause 
high computationalburden for afuzzy controller. For 

any x∈N where Ndenotesthe interval (−∞, 0], its 
corresponding linguistic value is ‘N’.Moreover, for 
any x∈P where P denotes the interval (0, ∞),its 
corresponding linguistic value is ‘P’. For any 
x∈ZwhereZ denotes the interval [−b, b], its 
corresponding linguisticvalue is ‘Z’. The membership 
functions µ N (x), µ Z (x) andµ P (x) are given by 
 

µ (x) = 
1             x ≤ −b
− b < x ≤ 0

0         otherwise
  (8) 

µ (x) = 
− b < x ≤ 0

           0 < x ≤ b
0              otherwise

  (9) 

µ (x)= 
1       b ≤ x

       0 < x ≤ b
0       otherwise

   (10) 

 
The fuzzy inference engine, based on the input fuzzy 
sets in combination with the expert’s experience, uses 
adequateIF-THEN rules in the knowledge base to 
make decisions and produces an implied output fuzzy 
set u. For this particular application, the proposed IF-
THEN fuzzy rule base is shown inTable 1 and is 
described as follows: 
 

i. If ∆g(t)∈N, then u(g(t),∆g(t))=b. 
ii. If ∆g(t)∈P, then u(g(t),∆g(t))=-b. 
iii. If ∆g(t) ∈ Z and g(t)) ∈ N, then 

u(g(t),∆g(t))=-b. 
iv. If ∆g(t) ∈ Z and g(t)) ∈ P, then 

u(g(t),∆g(t))=b. 
v. If ∆g(t) ∈ Z and g(t)) ∈ Z, then 

u(g(t),∆g(t))=0. 
 

Moreover, the Mamdani-type min operation for fuzzy 
inferenceis employed in this study. 

 

 
Figure 2. The block diagram of the proposed controller 

 

 
x=g(t) or ∆g(t) 

Figure 3. Membership functions with x = g(t) or Δg(t) . 
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In the defuzzification process, we employ the‘center 
ofmass’defuzzification method for transforming the 
impliedoutput fuzzy set into a crisp output, and obtain 
 

   (11) 
 
Where 
 

FL(a) =

{N, Z}ifaϵNandaϵZ
{P, Z}ifaϵPandaϵZ

{N}ifaϵNanda Z
{P}ifaϵPanda Z

         (12) 

 
The output of the fuzzy controller is given by 
T∗ (t) = K   .∆T∗ (t) .                        (13) 
  
3.1 INDIRECT FIELD ORIENTATION CONTROL  
In indirect field orientation, the synchronous speed we

 
is the same as the  instantaneous speed of the rotor 
flux vector  and the d-axis of the d-q coordinate 
system is exactly locked on the rotor flux vector 
(rotor flux vector orientation). This facilities the flux 

control through the magnetizing current  by 
aligning all the flux with the d-axis while aligning the 
torque-producing component of the current with the 
q-axis. After decoupling the rotor flux and torque-
producing component of the current components, the 
torque can be instantaneously controlled by 

controlling the current . The requirement to align 
the rotor flux with the d-axis of the d-q coordinate 
system means that the flux along the q-axis must be 
zero. This means that (2.7) becomes 

 and the current through the q-
axis of the mutual inductance is zero.  
Based on this restriction w

sl
is : 

 

These relations suggest that flux and torque can be 
controlled independently by specifying d-q axis 

currents provided the slip frequency is satisfied (2.11) 
at all instants. The concept of indirect field oriented 
control developed in the past has been widely studied 
by researchers during the last two decades. The rotor 
flux orientation is both the original and usual choice 
for the indirect orientation control. Also the IFO 
control can be implemented in the stator and air-gap 
flux orientation as well. De Doncker introduced this 
concept in his universal field oriented controller. In 
the air-gap flux the slip and flux relations are coupled 
equations and the d-axis current does not 
independently control the flux as it does in the rotor 
flux orientation. For the constant air-gap flux 
orientation, the maximum of the produced torque is 
20% less than that of the other two methods. In the 
stator flux orientation, the transient reactance is a 
coupling factor and it varies with the operating 
conditions of the machine. In addition, among these 
methods, rotor flux oriented control has linear torque 
curve. Therefore, the most commonly used choice for 
IFO is the rotor flux orientation. 
 
The IFOC is an open loop, feed-forward control in 
which the slip frequency is fed-forward guaranteeing 
the field orientation. This feed-forward control is very 
sensitive to the rotor open circuit time constant, τ

r
. 

Therefore, τ
r
must be known in order to achieve a 

decoupled control of torque and flux components by 
controlling, respectively. When τ

r
is not set correctly, 

the machine is said to be detuned and the 
performance will become sluggish due to loss of 
decoupled control of torque and flux. The 
measurement of the rotor time constant, its effects on 
the system performance and its adaptive tuning to the 
variations resulting during the operation of the 
machine have been studied extensively in the 
literature [4]-[6]. Lorenz, Krishnan and Novotny [4, 
5] studied the effect of temperature and saturation 
level on the rotor time constant and concluded that it 
can reduce the torque capability of the machine and 
torque/amps of the machine. The detuning effect 
becomes more severe in the field-weakening region. 
Also, it results in a steady state error and, transient 
oscillations in the rotor flux and torque. Some of the 
advanced control techniques such as estimation 
theory tools and adaptive control tools are also 
studied to estimate rotor time constant and other 
motor parameters [7, 8].  
 
3.2 DIRECT FIELD ORIENTATION  
The DFO control and sensorless control rely heavily 
on accurate flux estimation. DFOC is most often used 
for sensorless control, because the flux observer used 
to estimate the synchronous speed or angle can also 
be used to estimate the machine speed. Investigation 
of ways to estimate the flux and speed of the 
induction machine has also been extensively studied 
in the past two decades. Classically, the rotor flux 
was measured by using a special sensing element, 

e
dr

s
qsi

 mrr

e
qs
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i
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such as Hall effectsensors placed in the air-gap. An 
advantage of this method is that additional required 
parameters, L

lr
, L

m
, and L

r 
are not significantly 

affected by changes in temperature and flux level. 
However, the disadvantage of this method is that a 
flux sensor is expensive and needs special installation 
and maintenance. Another flux and speed estimation 
technique is saliency based with fundamental or high 
frequency signal injection. One advantage of saliency 
technique is that the saliency is not sensitive to actual 
motor parameters, but this method fails at low and 
zero speed level. When applied with high frequency 
signal injection, the method may cause torque ripples, 
and mechanical problems.  
 
Gabriel [9] avoided the special flux sensors and coils 
by estimating the rotor flux from the terminal 
quantities (stator voltages and currents). This 
technique requires the knowledge of the stator 
resistance along with the stator, rotor leakage 
inductances and magnetizing inductance. This 
method is commonly known as the Voltage Model 
Flux Observer (VMFO). The stator flux in the 
stationary frame can be estimated by the equations:  
 

 
Where  is the transient leakage 
inductance. In this model, integration of the low 
frequency signals, dominance of stator resistance 
voltage drop at low speed and leakage inductance 
variation result in a less precise flux estimation. 
Integration at low frequency is studied by and three 
different alternatives are given. Estimation of rotor 
flux from the terminal quantities depends on 
parameters such as stator resistance and leakage 
inductance. The study of parameter sensitivity shows 
that the leakage inductance can significantly affect 
the system performance such as stability, dynamic 
response, and utilizations of the machine and the 
inverter. 
 
The Current Model Flux Observer (CMFO) is an 
alternative approach to overcome the problems of 
leakage inductance and stator resistance at low speed. 
In this model flux can be estimated as:  
 

 

However, it does not work well at high speed due to 
its sensitivity to the rotor resistance. Gabriel did an 
extensive study on VMFO and CMFO based direct 
field orientation control, discussed the design and 
accuracy assessment of various flux observers, 
compared them, and analyzed the alternative flux 
observers. To further improve the observer 
performance, closed-loop rotor flux observers are 
proposed which use the estimated stator current error 
or the estimated stator voltage error to estimate the 
rotor flux.  
 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
A computer simulation model of Fig. 1 is developed 
using the Matlab/Simulink software. The parameter 
values of the0.14-hp squirrel-cage induction motor 
are given as follows: 
R (Ω) = 17, R (Ω) = 11, L (H) = 0.196, L (H)

= 0.196  
L (H) = 1.88X10 , N = 4, J (Kg − cm− S )

= 2.4X10  
B (kg− cm) = 9.2X10  
Based on the root-locus method and the control 
objectivesof the PI controllers in Fig. 1, we obtain PI-
1as 
220.4162 1 + . , PI-2 as 370.0613 1 +

. and PI 3 
 
As15.80574 1 + . . Given a fixed step input 
ωrmrpm, weobtain the critical gain Ku= 2.2 and the 
critical oscillationperiod Tu= 0.049 of the DFOIM. 
From (5) (7), we get the Z-NPID as 1.29 1 +

.
+ 0.006125s . To design the fuzzy 

controlpart of the proposed controller in Fig. 2, we 
first set b = 9 andK2 =1. Then gains K1 and K3 are 
varied until the desiredsystem response under no 
torque disturbance is achieved. Inthis regard, we get 
K1 = 2 and K3 = 3. The Simulink FuzzyLogic 
Toolbox [13] is employed for fuzzy control 
simulations. 
 

 
Figure 4. The Simulink model of speed control of a DFOIM 
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Figure 5. Simulation results of the DFOIM using the proposed 

controller 
 

 
Figure 6.Simulation results of the IDFOIM using the proposed 

controller 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This work represents Direct and Indirect vector 
control of induction motor using hybrid Z-N PID plus 
Fuzzy Logic Controller. The combined advantages of 
PIDcontroller and FLC have been exhibited by the 
proposed controller. Specifically, it can improve the 
stability, the transient response and load disturbance 
rejection of speedcontrol of a DFOIM and IDFOIM. 
The fuzzy logic and only with three membership 
functions are used for each input and output for low 
computational burden, which can achieve satisfactory 
results. Simulation results have illustrated that the 
proposed controller scheme has a good and robust 
tracking performance.  
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